
Dear Candidate, 

thank you for getting in touch regarding our ESC offer. The project is set to start in the first week of March 2020 and 

lasts for 12 months. There will be 2 volunteers - one coming from Spain and another from Greece. 

If you wish to officially apply for the opportunity, you should send your updated CV and a motivation letter both in 

English to agora.aveiro@gmail.com. We would appreciate an honest and personalized motivation letter. 

In the meantime, we suggest you get informed about the opportunity: 

https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/placement/17390_en 

And about the hosting organization: https://www.cspveracruz.pt/ and https://www.facebook.com/csp.veracruz/ 

We are looking for a proactive, responsible, confident and motivated volunteer willing to work primarily with children 

and elderly people, and, later on, possibly with immigrants. 

We are looking for a volunteer who will not be confused and demotivated by the language barrier and the dynamics of 

a big unknown institution such as CSP Vera Cruz and is open to new challenges and circumstances. Someone who won't 

be waiting to be said what to do, but will suggest their own project ideas. 

We are looking for volunteers willing to put effort to learn Portuguese because the better a volunteer knows the 

language, the better their experience can get. 

We offer the opportunity of being a part of a big local social solidarity institution with over 50 years of tradition, 

Portuguese classes, experienced coordinators with proven excellence along their professional path and a possibility to 

have a local-like experience in the beautiful city of Aveiro. We offer support, but the outcome and success of the project 

depends on how much effort you are ready to put in it. 

Erasmus+ programme provides volunteers with a solid living condition (single or double room), pocket money & food 

subsidy (a total of 270 euro per month), health insurance, and return airplane ticket up to a predefined budget limit. 

We suggest you read about the previous experiences of the volunteers in the same project and think if you see yourself 

doing such activities, proposing your own ideas and participating actively in the project: 

1 - https://www.facebook.com/notes/agora-aveiro/my-volunteering-experience-in-csp-vera-cruz-in-

aveiro/3250654731675042/ 

2 - https://www.facebook.com/notes/agora-aveiro/my-evs-experience-in-csp-vera-cruz/2357959660944558/ 

3 - https://www.facebook.com/notes/agora-aveiro/my-evs-experience-in-csp-vera-

cruz/2470844069656116/?__tn__=HH-R 

4 - https://www.facebook.com/notes/agora-aveiro/my-evs-experience-in-csp-vera-cruz-in-

aveiro/2445382045535652/?__tn__=HH-R 

5 - https://www.facebook.com/notes/agora-aveiro/my-evs-experience-in-csp-vera-cruz-in-

aveiro/2448330091907514/?__tn__=HH-R 

 

So, after you read all of this, if you think the project is the right one for you, please do send your application.  

For any additional questions, you can contact us via this email. 

 

Best regards 

Agora Aveiro 
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